T.N. Krishnan and Rohan Krishnamurthy
4 PM, Sunday, October 29
Garner Hall, Southern Connecticut State University

Padma Bhushan, Padmashree, and Sangeeta Kalanidhi Professor T. N. Krishnan is India's preeminent
violin virtuoso who has been performing, composing, teaching, and promoting Indian classical music all over
the world for the past six decades. Prof. T.N. Krishnan's music represents the purest expression of the Carnatic
tradition. His emphasis on melodic clarity, spectral fidelity, and a bold and emphatic bowing technique are
unparalleled.
Rohan Krishnamurthy : Dubbed a "percussion prodigy," teenager Rohan Krishnamurthy from Michigan
began learning the mridangam at a very young age under Damodharan Srinivasan and continued his advanced
training with mridangam maestro Guruvayur Dorai. He has performed with most eminent artists including Prof.
TNK and is the recipient of numerous coveted awards.
Free Admission to Raga members, children and university students. Guests of members pay only
$10/event. All others pay $15/person. Make out all checks to CVHTS with RAGA written in the memo. Cosponsors: SCSU Music Dept. and CVHTS. Program Content sole responsibility of RAGA. Recording of any
type is NOT allowed.
Garner Hall is on the campus of Southern Connecticut State University, in New Haven.
Campus map: www.southernct.edu/aboutscsu/map (Garner Hall is located inside of Engleman Hall, building
#9 on the map and in the pull-down menu at the top left).
Parking: Weekend visitors may park in lot # 12, off of Crescent St., located to the south-east of Engleman Hall.
Enter Engleman Hall on the Ground floor, from doors on the south-east corner of the building. Garner is on the
1st floor.
Driving directions: http://www.southernct.edu/aboutscsu/map/directions.php (alternate route: take Rt. 15 to
exit 59, then take Whalley Ave. towards New Haven, then turn left on Fitch St.).
Area map: maps.yahoo.com/maps_result?addr=400+crescent+Street&csz=06515 (the star on this map is
located on Crescent St., by the entrance to Lot # 12).
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